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During the past few decades， increasing interests have been paid to ph邸 escgregation in 
soft matters. Among them， it is known that flexible polymer tends to cause segregation on sti百
polymer with what is called depletion interaction[l]. Actually， formation of liquid crystalline 
phase from concentrated short DNA fragment solution is observed by the addition of a flexible 
polymer， Polyethylene Glycol (PEG)， where DNA molecules are aligned parallel achieved by 
macroscopic phase segregation[2]. On the contrary， itis also known that a compact st剖eof 
DNA isobserved by the addition of PEG[3]. Thus， past literatures have indicated the opposite 
e旺'ecteither elongation or compaction on DNA by a flexible polymer. The purpose of the present 
study is to obtain a comprehensive view on the segregation and the compaction of semiflexible 
polymer by the addition of flexible polymer. 
Fig.l represents experimental results. At dilute PEG conditions， a DNA molecule takes 
random coil state in spite of DNA concentration(fig.l (a)， (d). With the incre鎚 eof PEG 
concentration in semidilute DNA conditions it is found that DNA molecules exhibit extended 
conformation via macroscopic phase segregation (fig.l (b ) )， causing optically anisotropic( fig.l ( c)).
Whereas， individual DNA takes compact state via coil-globule transition in dilute DNA con-
ditions(fig.l(e)). The long axis length of elongated state is 103 times larger th組 thatin the 
compact one. It is to be noted that， the macroscopic phase segregation is to be generated at 
lower PEG concentration than the compaction. 
The free energy change are calculated wi七ha simple argument. The results are shown in 
Table.l， indicating that in both transitions， the absolute values of tlFdp and tlFel are same 
order. 










Figure 1: DNA conformations induced by the existence of PEG. All scale bar represents 5μm. 
(a) coiled DNA molecule in conce凶ratedDNA solution (DNA 20μg/ml， PEG 170 mg/ml， NaCl 
100 mM). (b) elongated state of DNA molecule embedded in a liquid crystal， which was generated 
by a ph錨 esegregation to D N A rich ph部 eand PEG rich phase from uniform phase.(DNA 20 
μg/ml， PEG 230 mg/ml， NaCI100 mM). (c) the polarization microscopic image of the identical 
region as (c). (d) coiled DNA molecules in dilute DNA solution (DNA 0.1μg/ml， PEG 170 
mg/ml， NaCl 100 mM). (e) compact state of DNA in dilute DNA solution(DNA 0.1μg/ml， 
PEG 230 mg/ml， NaCl100 mM). 












ムVdescribes volume change in depletion layer for PEG.ムFdprepresents the gain in the decre部 e
of depletion layer for PEG per single DNA chain. RD isthe long axis length of DNA molecule 
after transition.ムFeldescribes the loss in elastic part of the free energy for a single DNA chain. 
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